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5th June is celebrated every year as World Environment Day. This year, 
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change has taken lead role in 
hosting the World Environment Day, 2018 at Global level in collaboration with 
United Nation. The theme for the occasion is “Beat - Plastic Pollution”.  
 
On the observance of World Environment Day celebrations on 5th June 2018, 
IFGTB organised “Beat Plastic pollution in Forest Campus” campaign to 
remove plastic waste and also to sensitize the inmates in the need for 
segregating the plastic waste at source in the Campus. This program served as 
a flagship campaign for raising awareness for this year WED, 2018 theme – 
“Beat Plastic Pollution” in the campus. 
 
Forest Campus sprawls over 162 acres of land in heart of Coimbatore. It 
houses three major institutions viz. IFGTB, CASFOS & Tamil Nadu Forest 
Academy and government offices of various wings of Tamil Nadu Forest 
Department. Besides government offices staff quarters and other facilities are 
also situated within campus. IFGTB has been bestowed with the responsibility 
of the Estate management of the Forest Campus.  
 
In similar line to the current theme on “Beat Plastic Pollution”; “Swachhata hi 
Seva” campaign under the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan a massive voluntary action 
was initiated by IFGTB on 10.04.18 for Campus cleanliness drive. This mission 
was aimed for removal of plastics and garbage’s near residential areas, office 
surroundings and more importantly to bring in behavioral changes in the 
mind of inmates of the campus. Nearly 100 bags of garbage and plastics were 
removed in the earlier drive from the campus and with support of Coimbatore 
City Municipal Corporation, they were disposed off. 
 
As IFGTB, CASFOS and TNFA share this prestigious campus, an appeal was 
made to all organisation and inmates to take up this campaign to bring 
solidarity in awarenes raising. Prioritized areas for cleaning in the campus 
was divided into 5 zones and Officers, Scientists, Technical Staff, SRFs/JRFs 
and FAs and other staff of all the divisions and office were made into 5 teams 
for the second cleaning drive on the 5th June, World Environment Day. All the 
staffs and research scholars of the institute voluntarily and actively 



participated the campaign which was led by Dr. Mohit Gera, IFS Director, 
IFGTB. In his opening remarks Director, IFGTB emphasized the importance of 
sustained self-initiated action of each individual for keeping the office and 
campus clean and plastic free.  He also appealed to the IFGTBians for reducing 
the use of one time use plastics. 
       
IFGTB organized an innovative exercise of ploggers group which was led by 
Dr. Mohit Gera and young research scholars for the “Beat Plastic Pollution in 
Forest Campus” campaign. Plogging involved jogging and collection of wastes 
from the shoulders of the road. This was popularized in Sweden by the 
conservationists. This activity was organized in IFGTB for the first time, it 
served as excellent tool and great inspiration for youngsters to spread the 
awareness on cleaner and safer surroundings. The sustained cleaning 
programmes in Forest Campus have made a tremendous effect on the mindset 
of the inmates on the need for cleaner surroundings. Only 60 smaller bags (50 
Kg capacity) of garbage and plastics were collected on this campaign. In 
comparison to the first cleaning activity (where in 100 bags were collected) 
this has shown remarkable decrease with growing awareness of the inmates. 
IFGTBians have pledged to sustain their efforts to make Forest Campus and its 
environment cleaner and greener place. 
 
Besides Plogging, a graffiti wall was installed in the institute to garner support 
and suggestion of walkers and public for plastic free forest campus. The 
graffiti wall was open for 3 days for eliciting new thoughts and ideas. This 
initiative saw an overwhelming support of the public with more than 100 
entries.  
 
A week long activity on “Use and misuse of plastics” has been arranged for the 
school and college students visiting Gass Forest Museum at IFGTB, 
Coimbatore. A monsoon planting drive in the Forest Campus was also initiated 
on 5th June by planting tall saplings along the avenue of the roads. Director, 
Group Coordinator Research, Head of Divisions, Officers, Scientists, technical 
staff, SRF/JRF/FA/PA and other staff participated in the programme. Shri. 
Rajesh Gopalan, Head of Division, Extension, IFGTB organized the events for 
the WED 2018, with co-operation from Silviculture & Forest Management 
division and with active support of Co-ordinator (Facilities).  
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Opening Remarks by Director, IFGTB 

  

Aerial view of the WED gathering IFGTBians in the WED 2018 Celebration 

  
GCR, IFGTB flagging off Ploggers Team Plogging Team in action 



  

  

  

Public Response to the Graffiti Wall at IFGTB 

  
Avenue Tree Planting in Forest Campus 
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